Report of the Vice President, Student Life

Name: Ana Patton

Reporting Period: March 20 – April 2, 2024

Council Date: April 5th, 2024

Internal Affairs and DSU Committees

ECM – Ongoing
- Discussed day-to-day activities.

MSAxDSU Iftaar – Ongoing
- Finalized planning and promotion plan!
- Got catering invoice and prepared all food-related things.
- Décor/photobooth/etc. all finalized!

University Affairs and Committees

Mental Health Forum
- I’m currently working with David Pilon and Karyn Hemsworth to bring the MHF to Sexton on a regular basis. We’re currently discussing dates and times that would work best for Sexton students.
- Please attend the next MHF! I’m going to better work on the promotion of the event, so that we can have broader reach, specific to students.

Transition and Engagement Committee
- Met and discussed the successes of O-Week 2023, and our plans moving into this Summer.
- I’d like for us to focus on coordinating between DAL departments and our O-Week activities, so there’s no confusion on the part of students or the University on what we’re doing.
Impact Awards

- We had a very successful Impact Awards, with a significant turnout! Congratulations to all the winners and I hope you had a blast!

Impact Awards De-Brief - April 2

- Discussed improvements/issues we encountered, and what we can do to have a more engaging and greater amount of people stay for the dance portion.
- Added on to future VPSL transition documentation with information relevant to this event

Campus Climate Pan-University Committee – March 11

- We discussed the release of a report to better inform the community on changes made by this committee.
- The University proposed that the Chairs of the committee go on a retreat!

External and Broader Community

DASA Night – March 30

- We attended this as sponsors and guests! They had an amazing turnout and I’d like to look into more community oriented sponsorships in the future!

SNS Awards – March 30

- Attended an award show for SNS members/observers!
- Met new SMU/STFx/CBU delegates and incoming executives, and celebrated those who are outgoing!

Goal Progress

- None for right now, still looking to book a working hour, these few weeks have been very busy so I haven’t had the time!
Upcoming Dates, Please Attend!

**MSAxDSU Iftaar** – April 3, 2024

**Last Class Bash** – April 5, 2024